
Patent Offering – Huron Cycling

Huron Cycling is offering two patent families (consisting 3 US and 6 Non-US patents) for license and/or sale in the area of crankset assemblies. They can be

widely used for drivetrain applications in pedal driven vehicles like bicycles and E-bikes. The Global Bicycle Market size is expected to be worth around USD 67.4

Billion in 2023, and reach USD 130.1 Billion by 2033, growing at a CAGR of 6.80% during the forecast period from 2024 to 2033.

Below is the list of patents which are being offered for sale/license:

S. No. Representative
US Patent Title Other US Family 

Members Other Non-US Family Members Priority Date

1 US9403576B2 Power Smoothing Crank Arm US9809275B2 - August 13, 2012

2 US11142281B2 Cycle Crank Assembly -
CN110386217B | EP3556645B1 | ES2904801T3 | 

JP7266450B2 | | PT3556645T | TWI778253B 
April 17, 2018

Within the purchase/license deal, Huron Cycling is optionally offering:

• Huron Cycling’s low cost torque sensor reference design which has a bill of materials less than $20. It can be used as a left/right power meter and also to control the

motor assist in Pedelecs. Ebikes with torque sensors are generally preferred. However, they are typically a few hundred dollars more expensive than E-bikes with a

cadence sensor. This is related to the high cost of torque sensors currently on the market.

• In case of sale of patents, Huron Cycling is able to provide one year support for technology transfer.
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https://patents.google.com/patent/US9403576B2/
https://patents.google.com/patent/US11142281B2/


Main Patent Claims – Huron Cycling

The patent portfolio covers two areas of invention:
§ Improvement in cycling efficiency: The patented invention covers a crankset in which the crank arm has a pivot point which allows part or all of the crank arm to rotate

by up to a few degrees relative to the crank axle under load at the pedals. This rotation is counteracted by springs on or in the crank arm and is proportional to the torque
applied at the pedals. The crank set improves cycling efficiency based on testing by multiple organizations.

§ A unique power meter not based on strain gauges: The patented invention covers rotary sensor systems which measure the rotation of the crank arm relative to the
crank axle. The resulting value for torque can be combined with the angular velocity of the crank arms to obtain power applied to the left and right pedals.

The first claims of each of the three US patents illustrate the breadth of coverage of the crank set and the sensor for the power meter:
Claim 1 of US Patent US9403576B2

1. A crank arm for a pedal-driven vehicle, comprising: a first member that pivots about a crank axis of the pedal-driven vehicle;
a second member rotationally coupled to the first member, pivoting about the first member via a member pivot point, and configured to receive a pedal at a pedal interface; and
a spring assembly configured to bias the second member towards a neutral rotation configuration relative to the first member and to resist rotation of the second member away from the neutral rotation 
configuration in either rotation direction, a linear distance between the crank axis and the pedal interface is greater than a linear distance between the crank axis and the member pivot point for all crank 
angles.

Claim 1 of US Patent US9809275B2
1. A crank assembly for a pedal-driven vehicle, comprising:a first member that rotates about a crank axis of the pedal-driven vehicle;
a second member rotationally coupled to the first member and configured to pivot clockwise and counterclockwise about the first member via a member pivot, the second member configured to receive a 
pedal at a pedal interface;
a spring to bias the second member toward a default orientation relative to the first member when the second member pivots clockwise relative to the first member and to bias the second member toward 
the default orientation relative to the first member when the second member pivots counterclockwise relative to the first member; and
a rotary sensor coupled to the first member, the rotary sensor configured to measure rotation of the second member relative to the first member.

Claim 1 of US Patent US11142281B2
1. A cycle crank assembly, comprising:a crank spindle;
a drivetrain connector configured to translate rotation of the crank spindle into rotation of a wheel;
a crank arm including a pedal interface configured to receive a pedal spindle of a cycle pedal;
a slip connection configured to allow the crank arm to rotate about the crank spindle; and
a resiliently deformable member connected to the crank spindle and to the crank arm proximate to the pedal interface, wherein the resiliently deformable member translates rotation of the crank arm into 
rotation of the crank spindle, and wherein the resiliently deformable member deforms under load to store pedal energy provided by a rider to the cycle pedal, and returns at least a portion of the pedal 
energy when not under load in a direction of the rotation.
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https://patents.google.com/patent/US9403576B2/
https://patents.google.com/patent/US9809275B2/en?oq=US+9809275
https://patents.google.com/patent/US11142281B2/


Background – Huron Cycling

Huron Cycling LLC is a privately funded technology startup founded by cycling enthusiasts. It operates from Brighton, Michigan, USA and Utrecht, The

Netherlands. Huron Cycling is looking to partner with component or bicycle manufacturers in order to bring their technology to the market.

Huron Cycling has been founded by people with a background in innovation and startups. One of the founders, Willem Den Boer, is an LCD expert with more

than 30 years of experience in advanced display technology and manufacturing. Apart from the novel IMPACT crankset, he is also the inventor/co-inventor on
more than 150 patents related to display, sensor, touch panel, solar and glass coating technologies. Some of them were implemented by companies like Apple within
their products. Pieter Den Boer is a Concept & Business Developer. He has been founder or co-founder of several successful startups.

Willem Den Boer Pieter Den Boer
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/willem-den-boer-2b57ba7/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pieterdenboer/


Overview – IMPACT Drivetrain Technology by Huron Cycling

Huron Cycling has developed a novel bicycle drivetrain called IMPACT drivetrain which increases the speed/power ratio of cyclists by up to 4%. In

conventional drivetrains applied torque is much greater during the down stroke than in the dead spot of the pedal stroke. With the IMPACT crankset the variation is

reduced. This is achieved by fiber composite leaf springs inside each hollow crank arm. They allow the cyclist to maintain cadence using a chainring with one or

more extra teeth without spending more energy. The end result is up to 4% more effective power* when it is most needed: Going uphill, sprinting or accelerating.
source

*Performance improvement of the drivetrain has been scientifically tested and confirmed at Eastern Michigan University

by an academic team led by professor McGregor, an expert in power measurements and their interpretation.

Lightweight Carbon based IMPACT Drivetrain 
Crankset Prototype
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https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/c1596287-6136-4375-8c53-2b7d50c0aac8/downloads/Huron%20Cycling%20Presentation%20BMD%20Oct%2018%202023.pdf?ver=1698235541799


Proof of Concept – IMPACT Drivetrain Technology by Huron Cycling

Eastern Michigan University performed a set of scientific tests on the Huron Cycling IMPACT drivetrain. The IMPACT drivetrain includes a novel type of spring
crank set with improved efficiency. The results of the scientific research were submitted for presentation at the American College of Sports Medicine Annual Meeting in
2019. The test results were obtained on an Aluminum proof of concept only crank set by McGregor’s team. Huron Cycling has also developed a lightweight carbon
based prototype targeted for commercialization.

Professor Stephen McGregor
Stephen McGregor is Director of the
Applied Physiology Laboratory at
Eastern Michigan University and
coauthor of the standard book on
cycling power measurements. He is also
a Level 1 USA Cycling coach and has
coached numerous athletes including
Olympians.

Source: Aluminum proof of concept crank set in action

Source: Results of Scientific Research

“We have extensively tested the Huron Cycling
IMPACT drivetrain with 16 trained athletes
using power meters and metabolic test
equipment. Our conclusion is that the IMPACT
drivetrain increases effective power by several
percent for a range of cadence and power
levels” - Source

Source: Scientific Testing of Proof of Concept
Prototype at Eastern Michigan University
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/stephen-mcgregor-1a29889/
https://www.amazon.com/Training-Racing-Power-Meter-Hunter/dp/1937715930/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3MBZL4X787F4U&dib=eyJ2IjoiMSJ9.qwBs-I7c9KNh5XzRXiP2OKev2vCkkft1eI2dqlLX7t9tWDDOiVs3v25p1e62M45ENzQ7O--CPEjKu4DOIWTcGD7sQXvkJ7jocXxOrduDFulf9RJ_MCgzQFvhDjgn3R02oZ7uhxZlOQ6TznDB9_vNuVZZhd21AxAN84GNnpcUxc4xuskLyAworhBYqWVwYKYoCyZ-Hg0_XZNAhknD0qkVhkWYB29tvadf-B9Lq0J5NrQ.G50iPjBfED-x2EH-9X2Mj_yGgGN5aHKsM4q7M2nb2OY&dib_tag=se&keywords=Stephen+McGregor&qid=1709144646&sprefix=stephen+mcgregor%2Caps%2C128&sr=8-1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MLzJrRWNcE
https://journals.lww.com/acsm-msse/Fulltext/2019/06001/Novel_Crank_with_Elastomer_Spring_Improves.2834.aspx
https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/c1596287-6136-4375-8c53-2b7d50c0aac8/downloads/1cjmgf8l1_129736.pdf?ver=1698235541928
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vyn8EGjm2gA


Advantages – IMPACT Drivetrain Technology by Huron Cycling

Advantages 
of IMPACT 
Drivetrain 
Technology

Higher 
speed/power 

ratio - Increase 
speed without 

using more 
energy

Improved 
traction -

Maintain grip 
on the road 

when 
accelerating

Improved 
shock 

absorption -
Ride more 
relaxed on 

bumpy roads
Reduced stress 
on the frame 

and crank arms 
- Apply all 

power to the 
drivetrain

Reduced pedal 
kickback for 

bikes with rear 
suspension

Reduced stress 
on the chain or 

belt
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Overview – IMPACT Power Meter by Huron Cycling

Huron Cycling has developed Bluetooth and ANT+ enabled power meters with resistive and magnetic rotary sensors. Huron Cycling’s IMPACT crank sets
have a pivot point, either on the crank or on the spindle. The two parts that come together at the pivot point, can rotate with respect to each other over a small
angular range, up to about 5 degrees, when a load is applied at the pedal. The unique feature of the IMPACT power meters is their use of inexpensive
rotary sensors rather than strain gauges that measure left and right torque independently at sampling rates up to 1500 Hz. Torque profile, power and much more
can be displayed in real time on GPS cycling computers or smart phones. The IMPACT cranks are spring-loaded, which forces the angle at the pivot point back to zero

in rest position, when no load is applied. The excursion angle is proportional to torque applied to the crank. The rotary sensor system measures this angle with an

accuracy better than 0.1 degree. Source: Whitepaper on Test Results of IMPACT Power Meter (Aug 2019)

Source: Location of magnetic rotary sensor between crank arm and spindle Source: Measurement of left and right torque acquired at 1500 Hz
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https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/c1596287-6136-4375-8c53-2b7d50c0aac8/downloads/White%20Paper%20IMPACT%20power%20meter%20August%202019%20rev.pdf?ver=1698235541928
https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/c1596287-6136-4375-8c53-2b7d50c0aac8/downloads/White%20Paper%20IMPACT%20power%20meter%20August%202019%20rev.pdf?ver=1698235541799
https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/c1596287-6136-4375-8c53-2b7d50c0aac8/downloads/Huron%20Cycling%20Presentation%20BMD%20Oct%2018%202023.pdf?ver=1698235541928


Application Areas – IMPACT Drivetrain Technology by Huron Cycling

The patent portfolio can be utilized for various different applications in vehicles such as –

Conventional Bicycle

Global Market Size – $50.4 Bn

Major Players 

E-Bike

Global Market Size – $17 Bn

Major Players –

Other pedal driven vehicles 
and stationary bikes

Global Market Size – $? Bn

Major Players 
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Market Validation – IMPACT Drivetrain Technology by Huron Cycling

Multiple other companies working on related technology that enhance the riding efficiency or comfort. Hence, Huron’s technology focuses on an important
problem in the industry. FREE POWER has products on the market with an other type of elastic drivetrain, offering similar benefits as Huron Cycling’s crank

set. However, these solutions are different from Huron Cycling’s patented IMPACT crankset in terms of operating principle, design and sub-components.

FREE POWER 

OCHAIN
OCHAIN active spider can remove or reduce pedal
kickback, isolating transmission effects from rear
suspension when needed.

LE PEDALIER CERDAN

Free Power provides a system which includes specially
synthesized silicone placed inside the gear. It reduces
energy loss and improves speed and effective power.

The Cerdan A Series Crankset is a 100% mechanically
assisted crankset, based on the principle of shifting the
cranks to eliminate top dead center.
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https://www.olympic-corp.co.jp/cycle/freepower/en
https://www.ochain.bike/
https://lepedaliercerdan.com/
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Prominent Problems – Drivetrain Technology Domain

The image below illustrates the various different issues that are being addressed by patent applications getting filed in this domain. It can be observed that the majority
of problems being addressed are crank/crankshaft related. Therefore, Huron Cycling's patents, which are related to crank assemblies, contribute to resolving
problems prominent in the drivetrain technology domain.

Source: Paid Patent Database
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Market Potential – Drivetrain & Power Meter Technology Domain

Bicycle / E-Bike / Pedelec Drivetrain Crankset

• The Global Bicycle Market size is expected to be worth around
USD 67.4 Billion in 2023, and reach USD 130.1 Billion by 2033,
growing at a CAGR of 6.80% during the forecast period from 2024
to 2033. - Source

• The Bicycle Crankset Market size is expected to develop
revenue and exponential market growth at a remarkable
CAGR during the forecast period from 2023–2030. The growth of
the market can be attributed to the increasing demand for Bicycle
Crankset owning to the Road Bike, Mountain Bike, others
applications across the global level. – Source

• In 2023, the conventional segment was responsible for over
74.8% of the total revenue and will continue to dominate the
market over the forecast period…Electric bicycles will be the
fastest-growing segment, with a CAGR of 10.2% during the
forecast period. They are simple to use. The electric bicycle can
travel faster than their traditional counterparts. – Source

• The global Pedelec market size was valued at USD 13479.27
Million in 2022 and will reach USD 43178.81 Million in 2028,
with a CAGR of 21.41% during 2022-2028. – Source

Source

Cycling Power Meter

• The global cycling power meter market is anticipated at US$ 390.6 million in
2022. The sector is gaining pace as companies provide technologically improved
cycling power meters with various integrated technologies. Thereby, garnering
US$ 647.4 million in 2033, recording a CAGR of 4.7% from 2023 to 2033.
The market is likely to secure US$ 410.5 million in 2023. – Source

• Crank Arm-Based Segment Generated High Revenue: Based on mounting
type, the crank arm-based segment is expected to dominate the market in
the forecast period. The segment is projected to exhibit a CAGR of 5.2% during
the forecast period. – Source
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https://market.us/report/bicycle-market/
https://www.verifiedmarketreports.com/product/bicycle-crankset-market
https://market.us/report/bicycle-market/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/pedelec-market-size-challenges-scopes-share/
https://www.technavio.com/report/bicycle-crank-motor-market-industry-analysis
https://www.futuremarketinsights.com/reports/cycling-power-meter-market
https://www.futuremarketinsights.com/reports/cycling-power-meter-market


Contact us
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In case of any queries, 
feel free to reach out.

North America: +1 503-551-3654
Europe: +31(0)653-215-319

North-America: 
willem@huroncycling.com
Europe: pieter@huroncycling.com

https://huroncycling.com/

Phone

E-mail

Website


